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What is Strategy
From policy to tactics
• Strategy is perspective, vision and
directions
• Strategy is position
• Strategy refers to basic directions and
decisions, that is, to purpose and missions
• Strategy consists of the important
actions necessary to realize the
directions.
• Strategy answers the question “What”
• Strategy is pure, no need to justify

Strategy Definition
•

strat·e·gy [ stráttəjee ] (plural strat·e·gies)
noun Definition: 1. planning in any field: a carefully devised
plan of action to achieve a goal, or the art of developing or
carrying out such a plan
business strategy
2. military planning of war: the science or art of planning and
conducting a war or a military campaign
3. biology adaptation important to evolutionary success: in
evolutionary theory, a behavior, structure, or other adaptation
that improves viability
[Early 19th century. Via French stratégie< Greek stratēgia
"generalship" < stratēgos "general" < stratos "army" + agein "to
lead"]

Strategy Definition

• the plan (framework) to position a company
in the market, long term to accomplish the
vision / mission and the shareholders /
owners obligations by setting objectives
and plans to implement, evaluate
performance and continually adapting and
change / improve as needed.

Why strategy still matters
a crisis or an opportunity – what makes the difference = be prepared

• Action or reaction
– Market regulations and consumer behavior
– New technologies (product and process)
• Sustainability matters
– anticipate

– 80% of start ups fail
– Companies going out of business or in chapter
11 had a strategy, but failed in the process of
execution, assumptions or late recognition of
internal / external changes.
• Is government intervention strategic or tactical
– Strategic if it has an impact on what – the
government becomes the strategic plan

Business Strategy
• Strategy formulation
– Positioning in the market
• Products / Services / Growth / Marketing / Operation
• Cost Leader, Differentiation, Market Segmentation
• Growth / securing / defensive / exit strategies

• Strategy implementation
– Detail Business Plan / Roadmap / Milestones
– Organization, Marketing, Financial plan

• Strategy
– Measure and Control
• CPI
• Scorecard

Business strategy
start up - franchise
• Work from owners strategic portfolio
– Knowledge
• Product or service idea
• Market knowledge

– Finance
– Personal connections
– Exit strategy
• Equity
• Work for cash

• Get a personality test
– Wonderlich
– Myers Briggs

Strategy formulation
• Positioning forces before the action
–
–
–
–

What is your Business
External assessment
Internal assessment
Analysis and Choice
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

EFE
Competitive profile
IFE
TOWS
Space
strategy matrix
BCG

Six sectors to include in your
strategic planning

•
•
•
•
•
•

Breakthrough technologies
Economic and business forecast
Environment and resource outlook
Social trends
Demographics
Government and regulatory trends

External and internal factors
examples
Internal strategic position
Financial Strength
Return on Investment
Leverage
Liquidity
Working Capital
Cash Flow
Ease from exit from Market
Risk involved in Business

External strategic position
Technological changes
Rate of inflation
Demand variability
Price range of competing products
Barriers to entry into market
Competitive pressure
Price elasticity of demand

Competitive Advantage
Market share
Product quality
Product life cycle
Customer loyalty
Competitors capacity utilization
Technological know how
Control over suppliers and
distribution

Industry strength
Growth potential
Profit potential
Financial stability
Technological know –how
Resource utilization
Capital intensity
Ease of entry into market
Productivity and capacity utilization

Strategy Implementation
• Managing forces driving the action
–
–
–
–

Efficiency
Operational
Motivation
Leadership

• Business plan
–
–
–
–
–

Marketing and sales strategy
Operational strategy
Financial planning
Organization
infrastructure

Strategy cycle
• Strategy is a dynamic process
–
–
–
–

Monitor environment
Monitor competitors
Monitor customers
Monitor technologies

• Adapt to the dynamics
– Anticipate and make clear assumptions
– State assumptions
– Review and adjust

• Strategy is never definite but definite
– Never question review and adjust

The Strategy Matrix
Market development
Market penetration
Product development
Horizontal integration
Divestiture
Liquidation

Market development
Market penetration
Product development
Forward Integration
Backward Integration
Horizontal Integration
Concentric diversification

Retrenchment
Concentric diversification
Horizontal diversification
Conglomerate diversification
Divestiture
Liquidation

Concentric diversification
Horizontal diversification
Conglomerate diversification
Joint ventures

Slow Market Growth

Strong competitive position

Weak competitive position

Rapid Market Growth

SWOT (TOWS)

The Exit strategy options
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transfer to Family member
Transfer to key employee's
Transfer to Key Employees via ESOP
Sale to Co-Owners
Sale to a third party
IPO
Assume passive Ownership
Liquidation

The Exit Strategy process
Step 1 – Identify Exit Objectives
Step 2 – Quantify Business and Personal Financial Resources

Step 3 – Maximize and Protect Business Value
Step 4 – Ownership Transfer to Third Parties
Step 5 – Ownership Transfer to Insiders
Step 6 – Business Continuity
Step 7 – Personal Wealth and Estate Planning

Step 3 – Maximize and Protect Business Value
• In military strategy an exit strategy is understood to
minimize what military jargon calls (lives and matériel).
• In entrepreneurship and strategic management an exit
strategy, exit plan, or strategic withdrawal, is a way to
terminate either one's ownership of a company or the
operation of some part of the company. Entrepreneurs
and investors devise ways of recouping the capital
they have invested in a company. The most common
strategy is simply to sell their equity position to
someone else. From time to time, management may decide
it is necessary to downsize its operations. This
typically involves discontinuing less profitable
brands, products, product lines, or operating divisions
•

From Wikipedia

